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Abstract: Environmental accounting defines, monitors, and communicates decision-
making environmental knowledge. In brief, the importance of eco-products and services
is being monetized and outlined. This accounting division offers companies investment
on their goods and operations, contributing to resourceful choices and durability.
Environmental accounting is in India’s preliminary stages, and whatever occurs in the
records is more or less aligned with applicable laws and regulations. Today, unless
ordinary Indian people are conscious of environmental protection, accounting progress
is extremely doubtful. It is time for companies to prepare a firm mitigation strategy, take
action to control emissions, comply with relevant laws and regulations, and include
detailed descriptions in annual statements of environmental issues. Sustainable nation
creation needs well-defined environmental policies, diligent oversight and proper
accounting.

I. INRODUCTION

For better decision-making inside the organization, environmental accounting is defined as the
recognition, collection, estimate and review of environmental cost information. In order to maximize
organizational, environmental and economic efficiency, to create a balanced company (Bennett and
James 1998), the overarching goal of environmental accounting is to explicitly indicate the
environmental costs of each process, distinguishing the non-environmental costs from the
environmental costs of each method. The introduction of an environmental accounting framework
will also include more detailed detail on research choices (Mein-chin 2002) and environmental
accounting means that knowledge-based management decisions are taken (BDO 2002).

Environmental accounting aims to define and bring to light the services exhausted and the
expenses returned by the organization houses reciprocally to the environment. In other terms,
environmental accounting aims to provide an organization with the highest practicable
comparative evaluation of risks and profits with operations directly targeted at the protection of
the ecosystem. In order to make economic choices, environmental accounting defines, analyses
and communicates environmental-related facts. In brief, in monetary words, it tracks and
summarizes the importance of environmental products and services. This accounting division
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provides the expense of their goods and processes to companies, thereby contributing to
resourceful choices and sustainable profitability.

The twin challenges of protecting the climate and fostering sustainable growth are confronted
by developing countries like India. A trade-off is expected between the conservation of the
environment and growth. In order to define the appropriate limits of environmental destruction
and the needed degree of production of natural capital and the ecosystem, and to establish
alternate macro metrics of environmentally-adjusted and sustainable sales and goods, a thorough
evaluation of the benefits and costs of environmental harm is important.

United Nations Statistical Division (UNSTAT) developed methodologies for an Integrated
Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA) scheme, released as a SNA handbook on
Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting. Environmental accounting ought to
function as a metric to assess the economic performance of environmental protection programs
and the environmental efficiency of the company’s entire business activities. Management
seldom seeks to arrange adequately to preserve the world as needed by statute,

since there is no clear connection between investment and benefits. Corporate companies face
difficulties in deciding their real, environmentally friendly income. Companies ought to be
responsible for the climate. They can take into consideration their most important external
environmental effects and, in essence, assess what level of benefit will be left (if any) if they tried
to quit the world in the same condition at the close of the accounting period as at the outset.

SCOPE OF ENVIRONMENT ACCOUNTING

Environmental accounting is very broad. It involves business, national and foreign stage.
For this report, the focus is on organizational level accounting. The following considerations
are used in Environmental Accounting:

1. Internally, investment created by the private sector to minimize environmental losses.
Which requires expenditure in environment-saving equipment/devices. This method
of accounting is simple as calculating money is feasible.

2. From an external standpoint, these forms of failure are indirectly due to company
operations/activities. It primarily involves soil erosion, loss of biodiversity, air pollution,
water pollution, voice pollution, solid waste problem, coastal & marine pollution.
Depletion of non-renewable natural resources, i.e. depletion due to overuse of non-
renewable natural resources, such as minerals, water, gas, etc. Deforestation uses ground.
This method of accounting is not straightforward, since environmental damages cannot
be calculated precisely in monetary value. Furthermore, it is really hard to determine
how much environmental damage was triggered by a single industry. Approximate
idea may be provided or other calculation of loss such as quantity of non-renewable
natural re-sources used, how much Sq. Meter area deforested and overall area used for
commercial uses and residential area for workers, etc., how much solid waste generated
by the plant, how much wasteful air goes through the air chimney and what kinds of
items are included in the normal quantity of wasteful air, form and noise produced by
the factory, etc.
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NEED OF ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOUNTING AT CORPORATE LEVEL

It helps to recognize whether or not company discharges its environmental obligations.
Basically, a corporation must meet environmental obligations.

i) Fulfilling or achieving legislative standards.

ii) Washing residual waste and safe handling of toxic material.

iii) Reporting future and existing owners, the number and purpose of management’s
preventive measures.

iv) acting in a fashion that would not inflict environmental harm.

V) Supporting an environmentally-friendly business.

vi) Organizational & content productivity improvements controlled by a dynamic world
economy.

vii) Regulation of raw material costs changes, waste disposal and future liability

LIMITATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOUNTING

Environmental Accounting has severe limitations:

1. No uniform accounting system exists.

2. Comparison between two companies or countries is not feasible where separate
accounting approaches are apparent.

3. Environmental Accounting feedback is not readily accessible, since environmental
losses and profits are not easily observable.

4. It primarily considers the company’s internal expenses and removes societal costs.

5. Environmental Accountingis long-term. So drawing a decision with it’s not easy.

6. Environmental Accountingcannot function separately. It should be combined with
accounting, which is not straightforward.

7. Environmental accounting must be evaluated for all accounting dimensions. Since
environmental expenses and profits rely on financial planning, management accounting,
expense accounting, tax accounting, national accounting, etc.

8. User of details found in the Environmental Accounting includes sufficient awareness
of the Environmental Accounting process, as well as laws and regulations that prevail
in that nation explicitly or indirectly relevant to environmental aspects.

AN OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOUNTING IN INDIA

Though industrial licensing was discontinued for all practical purposes, environmental
approval by separate government bodies has now taken centrestage. With growing global concern
about environmental conservation, India has also set up a Union Ministry of Environment to
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coordinate environmental protection and anti-pollution initiatives among states and ministries.
Required laws were also enacted.

Remember that all proposed developments required environmental approval. This approval
involves both the Environment and Forests Ministry of the Union and the State Govt. Climate
Agency. Guidelines have been released and all such schemes are required to secure approval for
the atmosphere and anti-pollution before being set up. A Pollution Control Board (CPCB) was
also created. Wherever cases of infringement of water or air contamination have been found, it
indicates that warnings have been given to industrial units and all such units are environmental
practices

ACCOUNTING IN INDIA

Very few businesses have adequate environmental records. If, as allowed by relevant
regulations, they schedule and implement all environmental material. Environment Ministry
issued instructions to plan environmental declaration. Dr. B.B. Padhan and Dr. R.K. Bal undertook
a study of 80 industry leaders, demonstrating that the private community is well-informed
regarding environmental monitoring requirements. They even realize the pollution issue.
Corporate executives expressed their opinions on environmental reporting. Given their market
awareness and agreement with environmental reporting, it’s weak. It’s so inadequate that the
annual report offers no information.

It was also observed that most corporations disclose environmental data in a descriptive
rather than financial manner, i.e. when calculating business profits, no care is taken for the loss
of natural resources. Until planned and approved from top to bottom, environmental accounting
will proceed as accordance with current laws and regulations. To form part of the general
corporate accounting system, the following outlines are suggested:

Study numerous company-related legislation, analyze company-related environmental laws
and regulations. Examination standards regarding particular environmental laws. Analyze the
company’s various environmental impacts. Establish environmental policy accordingly.

The financial or operational impact of environmental reduction measures on the company’s
current year’s resources and income, and the specific impacts on future times. If the environmental
policy total cannot be differentiated, this argument should be stated. When material, the overall
number capitalized over this time, the average amount capitalized to date and the amortization
or write-off length, along with a list of the environmental measures referred to. This will break
into divisions. If environmental policies cannot be separated, this fact should be stated. Contingent
damages arising from environmental matters should be displayed either descriptively or
quantitatively, or both. Environmental accounting can form part of accounting management.
Eco-management information system should also be developed.

CONCLUSION

Environmental accounts define, view and convey decision-making environmental
knowledge. Briefly, it tracks and summarizes numerical value of renewable products and services.
This accounting division offers companies prices for their goods and operations, contributing
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to resourceful choices and profitability. Developing countries like India face double
environmental and economic growth. Environment-to-growth is expected.

Environmental accounting is in India’s preliminary stages and whatever shows in the accounts
complies more or less with applicable laws and regulations. Indeed, unless ordinary Indian
people are made conscious of environmental protection, accounting progress in this regard is
doubtful. It is time for organizations to prepare a firm sustainability strategy, take measures to
control emissions, comply with applicable legislation and laws, and include detailed descriptions
of environmental issues in annual statements. Sustainable development requires well-defined
environmental policies, diligent supervision, and proper accounting.
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